Abstract-In this paper, we compare five noniterative (one-step) algorithms for two-dimensional electrical resistivity imaging applied to the location of subsurface local anomalies. Here, we analyze the performance of two backprojection algorithms and three algorithms based on a least-squares criterion. These five algorithms can also be adapted for process and medical tomography. Algorithm performance is first assessed from synthetic data derived from an analytical solution. We show that least-squares-based algorithms outperform backprojection algorithms in all situations considered. One of the least-squares algorithms was further validated with experimental measurements involving spherical objects immersed into a water tank. Data were obtained using a 16-electrode linear array and a computer-controlled data-acquisition system. A reference measurement before immersing the objects into the water tank reduced errors in the reconstructed image attributable to the uncertain electrode position and the finite dimensions of the tank. Images deteriorated for deeper objects, but neglecting measurements with the smallest signal-to-noise ratio improved the results.
I. INTRODUCTION

E
LECTRICAL IMPEDANCE TOMOGRAPHY (EIT) has been proposed for several applications in fields ranging from industry to medicine and subsurface investigation. EIT aims to image the electrical impedance distribution within a volume, e.g., a process vessel, a patient's body, or the subsoil, using noninvasive techniques. Normally, an array of electrodes is used where current is injected using a pair of electrodes and the resulting voltage drops are measured with the remaining electrode pairs. In industrial and medical applications, the electrode array often surrounds the body, whereas in subsurface imaging electrodes are located on the surface. In industrial and medical applications, the resistance [electrical resistance tomography (ERT)] or capacitance [electrical capacitance tomography (ECT)] are of interest, whereas subsurface imaging usually investigates resistivity distributions.
Image reconstruction methods can be implemented as either noniterative or iterative algorithms. Iterative methods calculate the sensitivity matrix and surface potentials at each iteration using a computer model (finite elements, difference elements), which is computation-intensive. This problem worsens for Manuscript received February 20, 2004 ; revised February 11, 2005 . This work was supported by the Spanish Ministry of Science and Technology under Project TAP99-0742. The associate editor coordinating the review of this paper and approving it for publication was Prof. Paul P. L. Regtien.
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three-dimensional (3-D) imaging because this involves more data and parameters. Several authors have proposed different techniques to reduce computation time in subsurface imaging, as in [1] and [2] , but convergence problems remain that may lead to the wrong solution. Noniterative algorithms (also called "one-step") can be considered a particular case of iterative algorithms where only the first iteration is performed. If, in addition, the starting model is a homogeneous body, the computation time is largely reduced [3] . The drawback is a lower "quality" of the obtained images. To achieve a fast image reconstruction, algorithms in process and medical impedance tomography use to be noniterative and based on backprojecting the voltages measured with a circular electrode array. Planar (rectangular and linear) electrode arrays have also been proposed [4] - [6] , but they are less common. On the other hand, subsurface imaging does not normally involve any rapidly changing media, and, therefore, image reconstruction time is not critical. Hence, iterative algorithms are normally applied. In addition, least-squares methods are preferred although some backprojection algorithms derived from medical imaging have also been proposed [7] , [8] .
In contrast to the normal practice in subsurface imaging, here we propose to use noniterative algorithms applied to the location of subsurface local anomalies. Some previous work [9] , [10] has already shown the feasibility of this approach. We analyze the performance of two backprojection algorithms and three algorithms based on a least-squares criterion. The paper first reviews the theoretical basis of the algorithms and their differences and then compares images obtained from synthetic and experimental data.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND OF THE RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHMS
A. Sensitivity Theorem and Matrix
To solve an inverse problem, the (theoretical) model that relates the data (measurements at the boundary) to the searched parameters (conductivity, resistivity, permittivity) must first be determined. The sensitivity theorem mathematically relates model and measurements [11] , [12] . Consider a volume of conductivity bounded by the surface (Fig. 1 ), which does not include any internal electrical source. If a current from A to B yields a potential distribution , and a current from M to N yields a potential distribution , then where and are the potential differences between, respectively, electrodes pairs A-B and M-N, and is defined as the mutual impedance between electrode pairs. Therefore, the relations between boundary (surface) potentials and the internal conductivity distribution are reciprocal, meaning that the mutual impedance measured when injecting current through a first electrode pair and measuring voltage using a second electrode pair, is the same obtained when using the second pair for current injection and the first pair for voltage detection. This property can be used to obtain redundant measurements able to reveal possible measurement errors. The problem is nonlinear because and depend on the conductivity , so that it is impossible to estimate the conductivity distribution (inverse problem) from (1) . When the conductivity distribution changes from to , the mutual impedance changes by (2) By expanding with respect to , (2) leads to [13] (3) where indicates the higher order terms with respect to . If is small enough, can be disregarded. In (3) , and are independent from and linearly depends on
. To obtain from (3), the volume is divided in small volumes of constant conductivity. where is the number of pixels, is the number of measurements, and the lead vectors for each measurement are defined as
Each new measurement accounts for one position of the four electrodes A, B, M, and N. Using matrix notation, (4) can be written as (6) where and are vectors whose respective dimensions are and , and is the sensitivity matrix, whose dimension is . The elements of are (7) and each of them describes the sensitivity of pixel to the measurement . If the initial conductivity distribution is homogeneous, the lead vectors in (5) are (8) where to are the respective distances from electrodes A, B, M, and N to the point P (Fig. 3) . Equation (8) applies to both 2-D and 3-D problems. In problems with circular geometry, (8) is normally calculated by numerical methods under the assumption that the geometry is truly 2-D, both for the body and for the injected currents (i.e., no current flows outside the target plane). This simplifying assumption can lead to unacceptable results when applying inverse algorithms to obtain the volume conductivity distribution.
To calculate the elements of the sensitivity matrix, we substitute (8) in (7) and numerically integrate in every pixel using the Gauss method [3] . The sensitivity matrix can be calculated and saved before applying the inversion algorithm in order to speed up the calculation process. Therefore, the real conductivity can be estimated by solving (6) and updating the homogeneous conductivity as (9) where is the vector of estimated conductivities, is the initial homogeneous conductivity, and is the change in conductivity obtained from (6) . Image reconstruction algorithms differ mainly on how to calculate from (6) . Next sections describe this process for least-squares and backprojection algorithms.
B. Least-Squares Algorithms
If were a square matrix and its inverse existed, (6) could be solved as (10) where is the measured change in mutual impedance from the homogeneous to the actual conductivity distribution. If , the equation system is overdetermined and there is no unique solution. Defining a residual error and its quadratic (or Euclidian) norm as (11) we obtain a solution that minimizes , as follows: (12) If , the equation system is underdetermined and there are infinite solutions. A unique solution can be obtained by incorporating some a priori information, for example by minimizing the quadratic norm of the solution,
. In this case, the solution is (13) Because the inverse problem is ill posed, or are singular or quasisingular. This implies that small errors in the data (measurements) may lead to unacceptable solutions [14] . This can be better understood by a singular-value decomposition (SVD) of , to obtain (14) where and are orthogonal matrices, , and the singular values satisfy the condition [15] . The matrix condition number is defined as . The rank of is the number of singular values greater than zero. The solution to (6) can then be obtained as [16] (15)
In discrete ill-posed problems, the condition number of is large (i.e., is ill-conditioned), and the singular values of gradually decay to zero [17] . Therefore, the smaller singular values (whose inverse will be a very large number) will greatly amplify data errors in the solution.
To obtain a stable and suitable solution to (6), it is necessary to add some a priori information about the desired solution, that is, we must regularize the problem. A possible regularization method is to calculate (15) using only the largest singular values, which are less susceptible to data errors, i.e., the smaller singular values are equated to zero. The rank of in (14) then reduces to the number of singular values different from zero. This method, called TSVD (truncated SVD) [17] , has been widely used in medical tomography [13] , [18] - [22] . Yang and Peng [23] review several reconstruction algorithms, including the TSVD, for ECT applied to industrial processes.
The Tikhonov regularization method [24] has been used by several authors. Here, the solution is obtained by minimizing a weighted combination of the residual error norm and a seminorm of the solution as (16) where is a regularization parameter and can be either the identity matrix of order or a discrete approximation of a derivative operator of order [17] . The first term in (16) measures the prediction error whereas the second term accounts for prior information in the solution [25] . The success of the method depends on selecting a convenient value for . A large minimizes the effects of data errors on the solution but does not minimize the prediction error, and, hence, the solution can be a bad estimate of the true solution. A small minimizes the prediction error but increases the influence of data errors, thus leading to unacceptable results.
Usually, is empirically found [3] , [26] . Hansen and O'Leary [27] , [28] describe the L-curve method to find automatically and show that this method is more robust than alternative methods. Fig. 4 outlines the basis of the L-curve method. The semi-norm of the regularized solution is plotted against the norm of the prediction error . In logarithmic scales, the curve normally has an L shape [28] . The intersection point between the vertical and horizontal lines of the curve is often selected as the regularization parameter . Hansen [17] provides a MATLAB routine based on determining the point with maximal curvature. The solution to (16) is (17) The smoothness-constrained least-squares method, also called Occam's inversion, aims to obtaining a smooth solution by using for a discrete approximation of a first-or second-derivative operator. Several authors use this technique to obtain 2-D ( [3] , [26] , [29] , [30] (17), one with (Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm), and two with equal to, respectively, the first-and the second-derivative operator (Occam's method). They used synthetic data with added random noise, and concluded that the Occam's method performs a spatial low-pass filtering and gives the best results. Loke and Dahlin [33] achieved similar conclusions for geophysical applications. However, Gasulla [9] showed that the Marquardt-Levenverg method can yield better images from local underground objects.
Lines and Treitel [14] showed that (18) can be expressed as (19) which relates the Marquardt formulation to the SVD formulation (15) .
C. Backprojection Algorithms
The problems arising when trying to solve (6) by using least-squares methods, fostered the search of alternatives. One method that has become widely used in medical EIT is the linear backprojection method, analogous to the filtered backprojection technique used in X-ray computerized tomography. Kotre [4] proposed the following algorithm: (20) where is an empirically selected amplification factor and it is assumed that conductivity changes are small. The algorithm, which we call total backprojection, can be expressed in matrix notation as (21) where and are normalized vectors and is a weighted diagonal matrix whose elements are (22) This algorithm has been proposed for medical applications [5] and to detect abandoned landmines [34] . In fact, the algorithm is similar to the gradient or steepest descent method and could be obtained from (18) with tending to infinite. As already mentioned, a large yields a bad estimate of the true solution. Nevertheless, this algorithm (and similar ones) has been widely applied to on-line image reconstruction [23] , mainly because of its simplicity.
A variation of (21) supposes that a change in the voltage difference measured between electrodes M-N is only attributable to the change in conductivity in the zone delimited by the equipotential lines leaving from the measurement electrodes (Fig. 5) . The conductivity can be estimated by (21) using as sensitivity coefficients if the pixel is between equipotential lines otherwise We call this method equipotential backprojection. Noel and Xu [7] proposed a similar method for geophysical prospecting where the sensitivity coefficients were additionally weighted by the percentage of the pixel falling between the equipotential lines. Tsourlos et al. [35] proposed an iterative solution. Backprojection between equipotential lines was first proposed by Barber et al. [36] for medical impedance tomography and yielded in vivo images of tissue resistivity [37] . They called their technique applied potential tomography and used some geometrically calculated weights. Image quality was improved by filtering in the space-frequency domain. Later on, this method was extended to linear electrode arrays [38] .
III. IMAGES FROM SYNTHETIC DATA
In this section, we compare five different image reconstruction algorithms applied to local anomalies: TSVD, Marquardt, Occam, total backprojection, and equipotential backprojection. In the Occam's method, we use a discrete approximation of the second-derivative operator for [26] . The images are 2-D but the algorithms can be easily extended to obtain 3-D images [9] . The comparison is made using simulated data. Simulated data are often obtained by numerical methods. Here we have obtained the data from an analytical solution for a subsurface sphere immersed in a homogeneous ground. This yields, in contrast with numerical methods, a fast, accurate and inexpensive set of data. Section V includes images from experimental data.
To solve (6), we need and and being, respectively, the mutual impedances corresponding to the actual and the homogeneous conductivity distribution. In subsurface imaging, can be straightforwardly calculated [39] . can be analytically calculated for simple objects such as a sphere immersed in a homogeneous medium of different conductivity [9] , [39] . Therefore, the five algorithms were compared in applications aiming to find sphere-like local objects, as opposed to imaging distributed conductivity changes. The sensitivity matrix was calculated for a homogeneous medium by using the procedure described in Section II-A.
We used two different electrode arrays: a modified Schlumberger array and a dipole-dipole array. Each array included 16 uniformly spaced electrodes (Fig. 6) . The current-injecting electrode pairs for the modified Schlumberger array were (1, 16), (2, 16) , and so on, up to (13, 16 ). For each current pair, we measured the voltage difference between successive pairs of internal adjacent electrodes, which yielded 91 measurements. True, 16 electrodes can yield up to 104 independent measurements [7] ; the remaining 13 measurements result from injecting by electrode pair (1, 15) and detecting the voltage difference between the remaining pairs of internal adjacent electrodes (12 measurements), and injecting by electrode pair (3, 16) and detecting the voltage difference between the electrode pair (1, 2). The dipole-dipole array is equivalent to the adjacent configuration used in process and medical tomography. The current-injecting electrode pairs were (1, 2), (2, 3), and so on up to (13, 14) . For each current pair, we measured the voltage difference between successive pairs of adjacent electrodes located at the right side of the current-injecting electrode pair, which yielded 91 measurements. The remaining 13 measurements result from injecting by electrode pair (16, 1) and detecting the voltage difference between the remaining pairs of internal adjacent electrodes.
To calculate the regularization parameter in the Marquardt and Occam's algorithms, we used the MATLAB routines implemented in [17] . We found that a suitable value for was from 10 to 100 times the value obtained by the method of the L-curve. In the TSVD method, the rank of in (14) was determined from the discrete L-curve. In the backprojection algorithms, we 
selected
, based on experimental results. The 2-D images obtained correspond to a vertical slice just under the electrode array. Fig. 6 shows a slice divided in 85 cubic voxels (17 in the horizontal plane and five in the vertical plane) of side dimension 1 (arbitrary unit). We used 16 equally spaced electrodes separated 1 unit. Electrode 1 was at and electrode 16 was at . The origin of coordinates was between electrodes 8 and 9. Fig. 7 shows the respective 2-D images obtained with the five algorithms for a perfectly conducting sphere of 0.5 unit radius placed at at a depth of 1.5 units, for the two electrode arrays. The bottom scale in each image represents conductivities normalized to the homogeneous medium. The least-squares methods considered outperform the bakcprojection methods, whose images are blurred and depend on the electrode array used. The Occam method smoothes the image and elongates the target in the vertical direction. Marquardt and TSVD methods yield the best performance and perfectly locate the position of the target for both electrode arrays. The voxel corresponding to the target shows an increase in conductivity. For the Marquardt and Occam methods, we selected ( being the value determined by the L-curve method). For the TSVD method, we selected r (rank of the inverse matrix)
. Fig. 8 shows the L-curve obtained with the dipole-dipole array for, respectively, the Marquardt, TSVD, and Occam methods. The results with the Schlumberger array were very similar and are not shown here. For the TSVD method, Fig. 8(b) shows the discrete L-curve as a function of the rank of the inverse matrix. Fig. 9 shows images obtained when using the dipole-dipole electrode array for the same conducting sphere in Fig. 7 placed at . Because a deeper sphere produces a smaller change in the mutual impedance,
, to obtain a good estimate of the true solution must be decreased in the Marquardt and Occam methods, and the rank must be increased in the TSVD method. In fact, the smaller singular values of in (14) correspond to the deeper voxels of the model [9] . In Fig. 9 , we selected (resulting in values three to four orders of magnitude smaller than those used in Fig. 7) for the Marquardt and Occam methods, and for the TSVD method. Least-squares methods yielded a conductivity for the target similar to that in Fig. 7 , but backprojection methods obtained a smaller conductivity for deeper immersion. The modified Schlumberger array (not shown) yielded similar results when using least-squares methods, but backprojection methods obtained a different conductivity and depth for the sphere. In order to more objectively compare the performance of the five algorithms used we can define a normalized conductivity error (NCE) as (23) where is the conductivity estimated by the algorithms and for in Fig. 7 and for in Fig. 9 , and in the rest of pixels. Table I shows the NCE value for the cases in Figs. 7 and 9 , including the results of the modified Schlumberger array not shown in those figures. These numerical values agree with the qualitative conclusions presented before. Backprojection algorithms present a larger error in all cases. Marquardt and TSVD show the smallest errors. Because the TSVD method required the use of a specialized Toolbox of MATLAB in order to automatically determine the rank of , we decided to use the Marquardt method in the remaining images, including those from experimental results. Fig. 10 shows images obtained with the modified Schlumberger array and the Marquardt method for a conductive sphere placed at (hence, deeper than in Figs. 8  and 9 ), and . The sphere position was correctly detected in both cases. The value of in Fig. 10(a) was four orders of magnitude smaller than in Fig. 9 . Section V shows that, when using experimental data, the value of cannot be decreased that much because of (unavoidable) measurement errors. Hence, images for deeper objects should blur.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Experimental data were obtained from a plastic water tank (40 35 20 cm) (Fig. 11) . We used 16 stainless steel electrodes of 3 mm in diameter, uniformly spaced 2 cm (one unit). The targets were a metallic (conductive) sphere of radius 1 unit) . Fig. 12 shows the block diagram of the computer-controlled data-acquisition system. The signal generator injected an ac current between electrodes A and B, the detector measured the voltage difference between electrodes M and N, and the switching block selected the injecting and detecting electrodes for each measurement. A personal computer controlled the current injection, voltage detection, and electrode switching via standard computer buses. Injecting an ac current avoids redox reactions, which can degrade the electrodes, and dc voltages attributable to electrochemical potentials, and yields small electrode impedances, which help in reducing measurement errors.
The ratio between the largest and the smallest predicted voltages is, respectively, 28 and 690 for the modified Schlumberger and the dipole-dipole arrays [9] . This resulted in a larger signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the modified Schlumberger array, especially for the smallest voltage measurements.
V. IMAGES FROM EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Images from experimental data were obtained by using the Marquardt-Levenberg method and the model in Fig. 6 with voxels of dimensions 1 2 1 units. To reduce the effects of the finite dimensions of the tank, we used both a reference set of measurements taken before immersing the target, and a normalized version of the reconstruction algorithm. This procedures also reduced errors due to the inaccuracy in the position of the electrodes [40] . The normalized algorithm was (24) The elements of and were (25) where was the homogeneous conductivity, and were the experimental data measured with and without the target, and was the theoretical mutual impedance calculated for a homogeneous medium. In some reconstructions algorithms, is obtained by dividing each by the sum , but this can lead to unacceptable results. Fig. 13 shows 2-D images obtained with each electrode array for the rubber ball placed at at a 4-cm depth (two units). The bottom scale in the image represents conductivities normalized to the homogeneous medium (0.15 S/m approximately). Both arrays correctly located the target as a conductivity decrease in the corresponding pixels. was larger for the dipole-dipole configuration, probably because of the smaller SNR for the corresponding measurements. 15 shows the image obtained by the Schlumberger electrode array for the metallic sphere when placed at at 4-cm depth (two units). The target was correctly located and the corresponding pixels showed an increased conductivity. Fig. 16 shows images obtained with each electrode array for the rubber ball placed at at a 6-cm depth. The target was poorly identified, probably because of the relative larger effect that measurement nonidealities had on the smaller . Some nonidealities were voltage measurement errors, the finite dimensions of the tank, and errors in electrode positioning. Furthermore, the conductivity change was smaller than in Fig. 13 because the target was ascribed to more pixels. Fig. 17 shows images obtained by each electrode array for the rubber ball placed at a 8-cm depth. The Schlumberger array incorrectly located the target at a 6-cm depth. The image from the dipole-dipole array was severely distorted, probably because of the lower SNR in the measurements. Fig. 18 shows images obtained with the dipole-dipole configuration for the rubber ball placed at at depths of 6 and 8 cm, when neglecting measurements whose SNR was smaller than 70 dB. The images outperformed those obtained in Figs. 16 and 17 , and the target was correctly identified in both cases. The value of used was much smaller than that used in Figs. 16 and 17 for the dipole-dipole configuration, thanks to the elimination of the "worst" measurements. For the Schlumberger array, all the measurement had dB, so that we could not obtain any further improvement. The dipole-dipole array outperformed the Schlumberger array probably because of the better conditioning of the sensitivity matrix [9] .
Finally, Fig. 19 shows images obtained with the Schlumberger array when the two spheres were simultaneously immersed in the water tank: the conducting sphere at cm, cm, and the rubber ball at cm, cm. Both targets were correctly located and the respective conductivity values were similar to those obtained when the targets were separately immersed. We further processed the image to improve their distinguishability. In Fig. 19(b) , for example, conductivity values smaller than 0.55 were equated to the minimal conductivity (0.22), and conductivity values larger than 1.45 were equated to the maximal conductivity (2.25). The remaining conductivity values were equated to the normalized homogeneous value (1.0). The distinguishability clearly improved.
The Marquardt algorithm showed in (24) has also been successfully employed for detecting leaks in a buried PVC tube [9] .
VI. CONCLUSION
We have compared five different noniterative algorithms for electrical resistivity imaging applied to subsurface local anomalies. Three of the algorithms were least-squares based and two algorithms applied backprojection. We have shown that least-squares methods are theoretically sounder than backprojection algorithms. We have compared the performance of the five algorithms using synthetic data obtained from an analytical solution, when using two different electrode arrays: Schlumberger and dipole-dipole. Images obtained with backprojection algorithms were blurred and depended on the electrode array used. Furthermore, the conductivity changes obtained decreased as the depth of the target increased. On the contrary, least-squares methods, specially Marquardt and TSVD, perfectly located the target without depending on the electrode array used. The regularization parameter has been estimated by using the L-curve method, with excellent results. This eliminated the overburdening task of choosing by a trial-and-error procedure.
Experimental data were obtained from a plastic water tank wherein conductive and nonconductive targets were immersed. A computer-controlled data-acquisition system was used together with a 16 equally spaced electrode array. Both Schlumberger and dipole-dipole electrode arrays were implemented. To reduce the effects of the finite dimension of the tank and the inaccuracy in the position of the electrodes, a reference set of measurements was taken before immersing the target and a normalized version for the Marquardt algorithm was used. The images deteriorated for deeper targets, specially with the dipole-dipole array. However, eliminating measurements with the lowest SNR improved the images and allowed the detection of the target even when immersed at a depth of about four times the target diameter.
Some important aspects that should be addressed in future are the effects of off-axis targets into 2-D images, the reconstruction of truly 3-D images, the in-depth study of the sensitivity matrix, and the analysis of noise and interference in measurements and their effect upon the reconstructed images.
